Racial differences in response rates to consensus interferon in HCV infected patients naive to previous therapy.
Despite a rapid evolution in the treatment of Hepatitis C (HCV), response to therapy among different racial and ethnic groups is poorly characterized. Three hundred and thirty HCV infected patients naive to previous therapy received induction therapy followed by every other day dosing with consensus interferon. Greater than 30% of treated patients were not white, allowing comparison of response among different races/ethnicities and genotypes. An overall sustained virologic response (SVR) was achieved in 24% of white, 12% of Hispanic, and 4% of AA patients (P = 0.003 white vs. non-white). 15% of white and 13% of Hispanic Genotype 1 patients achieved an SVR; 2% of AA patients achieved an SVR (P = 0.001 AA vs. non AA). Surprisingly, an SVR of 50% and 40% was achieved by AA and White Genotype 2 patients, compared with 10% in Hispanic patients (P = 0.001). Significant differences in response rates to induction therapy followed by every other day dosing with consensus Interferon was observed when comparing white to non-white patients, particularly when comparing response rates by genotype. These observations reinforce the requirement that prospective studies that enroll a significant percentage of non-whites are needed to adequately characterize response rates to anti-HCV directed therapy.